Project Title: Valuing research, making tough decisions

Name and Institution: Jennifer Lodge, Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO


Background, Challenge or Opportunity:
Many Universities and Medical Schools have research centers, which are supported centrally. Initiating these centers can be exciting, but making decisions to increase, maintain or reduce support or to sunset a center can be very difficult. In addition, justifying the investment to others at the institution can be challenging. Many institutions have used extramural funding to evaluate the center’s contribution to the research mission, but a more robust and comprehensive evaluation of the center’s contribution to the research mission would be a useful tool.

Purpose/Objectives:
The objectives are to develop and implement a set of evaluation tools that we can use to assess the research centers and make institutional decisions.

Methods/Approach:
I am working with several other groups to understand and select the appropriate metrics. The AAMC is interested in developing improved methods for evaluating research, and has engaged the RAND group, and I am part of their basic science evaluation team on this project. The Washington University Institute for Clinical and Translational Science is working towards improved metrics on evaluating research, and I am also working with them. The WU Becker library has extensive experience with biblio-metrics and network mapping and they have agreed to work with me as well. The first step is to identify the audience for the evaluation, and determine what information would be most useful to them. I am doing this through interviews that are currently ongoing. The next step will be to determine the metrics to apply to our centers, and collect and evaluate the data.

Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy:
This project is still ongoing. I have assembled a group of interested collaborators, and a determined a set of metrics that could be applied to the research centers. Each of the research centers is somewhat unique, and different metrics may be more applicable to some than to others. The next steps are to complete the stakeholder interviews to determine which metrics to use, assemble an evaluation team that will evaluate the research centers, and develop a report that will be used by the leadership of the school and the university to determine future resource allocations for the centers. I will evaluate this process by presenting it to our executive faculty at the School of Medicine and to our Council of Centers and getting their feedback on whether the evaluations are fair and reasonable.
Background Challenge or Opportunity:

Many Universities and Medical Schools have research centers, which are supported centrally. Initiating these centers can be exciting, but making decisions to increase, maintain or reduce support or to sunset a center can be very difficult. In addition, justifying the investment to others at the institution can be challenging. Many institutions have used extramural funding support or to sunset a center can be very difficult. In addition, justifying the investment to others at the institution can be challenging. Many institutions have used extramural funding support or to sunset a center can be very difficult.

At Washington University School of Medicine, we have created eight interdisciplinary Research Centers. Evaluating these research centers for the purposes of decision-making on whether to continue investing School of Medicine resources in each of the centers has been challenging. These centers range in age from six months to ten years old and in size from three to twelve research groups. The centers are faculty driven, non-departmental, and are meant to be nimble in response to research imperatives. The first and oldest center (Center for Genome Sciences and Systems Biology) was an experiment. Five years ago, it was decided to continue this experiment, and a competition was held to hire four additional centers. Over the past four years, three more have been created through an approved process with presentation and approval of a proposal to the executive faculty and Dean. These centers have been provided with operating funds and research space. The primary faculty that occupy the centers are drawn from existing faculty as well as new recruitment in collaboration with departments. Importantly, the centers are not permanent, and it has been made clear that they will be reviewed if they are no longer serving a valuable function. They are reviewed every year, and will be fully evaluated every five years. However, determining the metrics and evaluation criteria has not been completely set. We currently invest over $2.6M per year from the Dean’s office in these centers, and Departments and the Hospital have engaged the RAND group, and I am part of their basic science evaluation team on this project. The Washington University Institute for Clinical and Translational Science is working towards improved metrics on evaluating research, and I am also working with them. The WU Becker library has extensive experience with biblio-metrics and network mapping and they have agreed to work with me as well. The first step is to identify the audience for the evaluation, and determine what information would be most useful to them. I am doing this through interviews that are currently ongoing. The next step will be to determine the metrics to apply to our centers, and collect and evaluate the data.

These metrics and evaluation methods fall into several main categories:

- Bibliometrics – which includes publications, citations, collaboration networks
- Economic analysis – which could include return on investment
- Peer review – which could include external review panels or site visits
- Data mining and data visualization – this could include faculty retention rates, trainee numbers and outcomes
- Publication of white papers, conferences, membership on NIH councils and other advisory boards.

We have collected data on our centers going back 5 years, including publications, grant funding, collaborations, trainee numbers and outcomes, recruitments, interactions with federal and other funding agencies, outcome of pilot studies, seminar attendance, core facility and space utilization, patents, white papers and advancements in clinical practice.

A proposal will be made to the Dean, to the Executive Faculty, to the Research Affairs Committee, and to the Council of Centers at Washington University School of Medicine, and they will have the opportunity to provide feedback on the proposed metrics and analysis proposal.

Outcomes/Evaluation strategy:

It is still too early to show outcomes or to evaluate this project, since it is still in progress. We will do the analyses, and provide recommendations for continued funding to the Dean and the Executive Faculty at Washington University. The project will be deemed a success if we are able to generate recommendations that are not merely a continuation of the status quo and we are able to convince the Dean and Executive Faculty that the recommendations generated through this process are thoughtful and valid and the recommendations are accepted.

Discussion:

This project will continue for at least another year, as we complete our interviews, develop metrics, present the proposal, hire the research analyst, do the analysis and develop the recommendations. This process has resulted in a higher awareness of our centers, and additional conversations about research evaluation. It is likely that this process will also be more broadly applicable, and we may be able to apply the process and some of the metrics to other units with the school, including core facilities and departments.

Summary:

This project is still ongoing. We have assembled a group of interested collaborators, and a determined set of metrics that could be applied to evaluate our eight interdisciplinary research centers. Each of the research centers is somewhat unique, and different metrics may be more applicable to some than to others. The next steps are to complete the stakeholder interviews to determine which metrics to use, assemble an evaluation team that will evaluate the research centers, and develop a report that will be used by the leadership of the school and the university to determine future resource allocations for the centers. I will evaluate this process by presenting it to our Dean, executive faculty at the School of Medicine and to our Council of Centers and getting their feedback on whether the evaluations are fair and reasonable.

Methods/Approaches:

I have partnered with our office of Strategic and Financial Planning, the Becker library at Washington University, the Institute for Clinical and Translational Sciences, the AAMC, and the Rand Corporation to work through various methods of research evaluation. The AAMC is interested in developing improved methods for evaluating research, and has engaged the RAND group, and I am part of their basic science evaluation team on this project. The Washington University Institute for Clinical and Translational Science is working towards improved metrics on evaluating research, and I am also working with them. The WU Becker library has extensive experience with biblio-metrics and network mapping and they have agreed to work with me as well. The first step is to identify the audience for the evaluation, and determine what information would be most useful to them. I am doing this through interviews that are currently ongoing. The next step will be to determine the metrics to apply to our centers, and collect and evaluate the data.

These metrics and evaluation methods fall into several main categories:

- Bibliometrics – which includes publications, citations, collaboration networks
- Economic analysis – which could include return on investment
- Peer review – which could include external review panels or site visits
- Data mining and data visualization – this could include faculty retention rates, trainee numbers and outcomes
- Publication of white papers, conferences, membership on NIH councils and other advisory boards.

We have collected data on our centers going back 5 years, including publications, grant funding, collaborations, trainee numbers and outcomes, recruitments, interactions with federal and other funding agencies, outcome of pilot studies, seminar attendance, core facility and space utilization, patents, white papers and advancements in clinical practice.

A proposal will be made to the Dean, to the Executive Faculty, to the Research Affairs Committee, and to the Council of Centers at Washington University School of Medicine, and they will have the opportunity to provide feedback on the proposed metrics and analysis proposal.

By shifting resources and responsibilities, I have been able to free up a position in my office for a research analyst who will work closely with me, the Becker Library, the Finance Office, the ICTS and the Office of Strategic and Financial Planning to do the analyses. This description for this position is currently being generated.

Summary:

This project is still ongoing. We have assembled a group of interested collaborators, and a determined set of metrics that could be applied to evaluate our eight interdisciplinary research centers. Each of the research centers is somewhat unique, and different metrics may be more applicable to some than to others. The next steps are to complete the stakeholder interviews to determine which metrics to use, assemble an evaluation team that will evaluate the research centers, and develop a report that will be used by the leadership of the school and the university to determine future resource allocations for the centers. We will evaluate this process by presenting it to our Dean, executive faculty at the School of Medicine and to our Council of Centers and getting their feedback on whether the evaluations are fair and reasonable.